We are going to cover the process of turning yarn into cloth, the decisions that get made
during the process and the affect that that has on the final product. We will study the
essential medieval weaves and you will come to understand your cloth choices better.
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There are many forms of weaving: inkle, tablet, broadloom, saori, tapestry etc. so in
attempting to generalise there will always be exceptions.
We are focusing on broadloom weaving i.e. weaving cloth on a loom with multiple
shafts.
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Warp yarns are under tension and get a fair bit of friction so loosely spun and fluffy
yarns don’t do well. Of course in period all yarn was hand spun so there is no need to
avoid handspun really, you just need to spin it appropriately for use as warp.
Medieval Greenlanders used the light coloured, hard, long guard hairs of their double
coated sheep to spin a hard, tight warp thread and the coloured, softer, fluffier wool for
the weft creating a multi-hued cloth that was both soft enough for clothing, warm and
hard-wearing.
In later periods a number of mixed fibre cloths were woven such as fustian (linen /
cotton) or Linsey-Woolsey (linen / wool).
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The resulting woven cloth can be quite stiff as the over-under structure leaves little
room for flexion – this can be mitigated in the choice of yarn and sett.
Taffeta is a tabby weave, most linens are tabby woven. It is the most common structure
and is good for displaying fancy yarns.
Twills tend to drape more than tabby as the looser interweaving allows for more flexion
in the yarn.
The simplest is the 2:1 twill used in denim but you can alter the progression on both the
warp and weft to create all sorts of variations. Herringbone, diamond, broken diamond
and other such weaves are all twills. These complex twills were quite popular in early
period where contrasting warp and weft were used to create pattern.
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Twill weaves introduce the concept of floats. Weaves with many long floats may use a
fine weft woven in plain structure to ‘lock down’ long floats. This occurs in satins,
brocades and piled cloths – the plain weft is generally hidden beneath the bulkier
surface weft. These ‘fancy’ weaves became more available in the later periods however
there are plenty of exceptions to this and there are examples of imported brocades in
early medieval Europe.
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Our first warp thread is threaded through a heddle on shaft 1, the second is also on
shaft 1, then 2, 3, 4, 4 and repeat.
Pedal 1 lifts shafts 3 & 4, pedal 2 lifts 2 and 4, pedal 3 lifts 1 and 3 and pedal 4 lifts 1 and
2.
For the first weft pick use pedal 1 which will lift shafts 3 & 4, then 1 again, 2, 3, 4, 4, and
repeat.
Note that this table loom has no pedals to allow us to lift more than one shaft at once –
it’s what is known as a direct tie up. In this case in row 1 we’d manually lift both shaft
three and four.
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Note that inches still dominate in weaving.
To calculate sett for a tabby weave we wind 1 warp and 1 weft thread around 1 inch of
rod or a ruler and the number of times it goes around is the sett which is expressed as
e.p.i (ends per inch).
Sett calculation depends on weave structure so for a 2:1 twill you would wind 2 warps
and 1 weft and count the number of times the warp threads get wrapped.
A balanced cloth has the same e.p.i. as p.p.i.
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2. Allow around 5% extra width for draw-in but don’t forget your maximum width of
your loom.
3. Most looms will create between 50-80cm waste so don’t forget to add this amount
for each thread – 100 warp threads = 50-80 m waste. Get used to waste. Also allow 1015% draw-in over the length of the cloth.
4. If your warp is 1m wide and your pick is 5 threads per cm (note I haven’t used inches
here) and you want 500 cm (5m) of cloth that is 100 x 5 x 500 = 250,000cm = 2500m.
There is less waste in the weft but also allow about 5% for the drawn in mentioned
above.
5. Obviously if you are working from stash then your first task is to work out how much
yarn you have and plan a project around that.
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Quickly outline the processing of setting up the loom ready to weave.
The cross maintains the order of the warp so that you can’t accidentally cross warp
thread 67 and 68 etc. This is particularly important where the yarn order in the warp is
part of the design. It also helps ensure an even tension on the warps as they are wound
onto the back beam.
The raddle ensures that the sett is correct as you wind the warp onto the back beam so
that they will stay straight as you weave. My raddle here is actually in half inch
increments.
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It is the heddle that lifts the warp yarn to create a shed to pass the weft through and
therefore this is what dictates your weave structure options for your project.
Heddles come in three types – wire, string and texsolv. Wire heddles can be a bit harsh
on some yarn. String heddles can be homemade but may be a little irregular. Texsolv can
be bought from Ashfords.
Ashfords do a nice double ended tool for threading / sleying. Reeds come in different
finenesses however every loom that I have acquired has come with an 8 dent reed (8
spaces per inch) – this seems to be NZ standard.
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If necessary wind the back beam a bit tighter – the easiest way to ensure even tension
here is to do all of them as tight as you can. Tension is absolutely essential for weaving –
without it you won’t be able to open a clean shed.
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Remember the weft yarn loses some length going over and under the warp – weaving is
a three dimensional structure.
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Plain woven teaselled and fulled cloth can be almost water-proof and became the cloth
of choice in the later medieval period.
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Coptic. Fragment of Plain Cloth Weave, 5th-6th century C.E. Linen, 2 1/4 x 4 1/2 in. (5.7 x
11.4 cm). Brooklyn Museum, Gift of the Egypt Exploration Fund, 15.474e. Creative
Commons-BY (Photo: Brooklyn Museum (in collaboration with Index of Christian Art,
Princeton University), CUR.15.474E_ICA.jpg)
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Diamond twill weave fabric from the Oseberg burial, in the Kulturhistorik Museum,
Norway.
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Tunic in the church of Cortona dated 1150-1225.
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Left: Plain weave, red dyed (wool?), silk button holes.
Right: Twill weave, yellow warp/weft stripe = check.
Hibernaatiopesäke: Aarreaitta: Tarton keskiaikaiset tekstiilit / what a treasure: Medieval
textiles from Tartu, Estonia.
https://hibernaatio.blogspot.com/2015/12/aarreaitta-tarton-keskiaikaiset.html
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Fragment, 13th century; linen, silk; H x W: 12.4 x 45 cm (4 7/8 x 17 11/16 in.); Gift of
John Pierpont Morgan; 1902-1-183
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Date: 13th–14th century Culture: French or Italian Medium: Silk, metal thread
Dimensions: Overall: 4 13/16 × 3 1/2 in. (12.3 × 8.9 cm)
Storage (Mat with 46.156.54): 8 1/2 × 13 in. (21.6 × 33 cm) Classification: TextilesWoven-Brocade Credit Line: Rogers Fund, 1909 Accession Number: 09.50.1022
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/463230?rpp=90&pg=1&rndkey=20
141020&ao=on&ft=%2A&when=A.D.+1000-1400&where=France&pos=61
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Fragments (Italy), 14th century; silk; Gift of John Pierpont Morgan; 1902-1-293-a,b. Two
integrated fabric structures (plain weave plus plain weave)
https://collection.cooperhewitt.org/objects/18130619/
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Fragment of Velvet, 15th century, Spain, 15th century
velvet (cut, voided, and brocaded); silk and silver-gilt strips, Average: 69.9 x 31.5 cm (27
1/2 x 12 3/8 in.). Purchase from the J. H. Wade Fund 1951.494
http://www.clevelandart.org/art/1951.494
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